
International campaign 
to impact universities

– we create an international dialogue 
where we share our brilliant solutions 
for effective actions on universities.

Climate Students is a new international student 
movement that helps universities reduce their 
emissions in line with the climate science. 
climatestudents.com  |  facebook.com/climatestudents

March – June 2020



Climate Students have, in cooperation with We Don’t Have Time, an international digital 
campaign from March 7 until the end of June 2020. With our campaign, we engage 
students to impact universities to start reducing their emissions in line with the climate 
science. Our message is that students call on universities to take climate action. To help 
universities take action we collect and develop students’ ideas, of brilliant solutions on 
halving the emissions in three years, that we have a dialogue with universities about. 

Two tools – one account
In the campaign the We Don’t Have Time app and web page are our tools to engage 
students and having dialogue with universities. Climate Students has one account that 
works both for the app and the web page. The collecting of students’ ideas is in that way 
coordinated so as to make the campaign process run smoothly. 

Collect and develop ideas
The campaign starts with local Climate Students groups collecting students ideas about 
how universities can reduce their emissions. The collecting of ideas takes place until April 
22 (Earth day) with the app by students posting ideas to the Climate Students account. At 
the same time students visit the We Don’t Have Time web page for Climate Students, to 
agree on the ideas they think are best. On the poster there is a guide for all this. 

On Earth day April 22 top ideas will be presented at We Don’t have Times climate 
conference and a jury, consisting of interdisciplinary scientists and students, will start 
developing the ideas. At the end of May, the developed ideas will be posted from Climate 
Students account to universities that have local Climate Students groups. Then an open 
dialogue will take place on the app with universities about the ideas. 

Warnings and love
To increase the pressure we also engage students to post warnings and love directly to 
universities in the app. All universities that have a local Climate Students group will have 
an account, so they can receive posts from students. We engage students to post love and 
warnings after we have collected the ideas from them, from April 22 until the end of June. 

Ideas for action campaign



1. Collect ideas 
 
March 7–April 22 (Earth day)

Activities to engage students to post ideas to  
Climate Students account in the app.

• Social media mobilisation
• Climate idea digital hackathon

2. Start pressure  
 
April 22–May

Students post warnings and love to 
universities in the app.

• Social media mobilisation

A jury of interdisciplinary scientists and  
students develop the ideas.

3. Start dialogues
June

Climate Students post developed ideas to  
universities in the app. 

Timeline March–June 2020



To reach out with our campaign we need to actively engage students. This can be done by 
local Climate Students groups having for example these activities:

• arranging climate idea digital hackathons
• inviting local media to the hackathons (maybe media are open to take part digital?)
• spreading the word in social media with #IdeasForAction #PracticeWhatYouTeach

You can most likely integrate the campaign in all of your activities. Start your activity 
with a short campaign information and instruction on how to use the app to post ideas to 
Climate Students, so participants can post ideas during or after the activity. Also, writing 
debate articles during the campaign can increase the pressure on the universities. With 
an own campaign leader, these activities can be coordinated in an effective way. 

Support and coordination
Climate Students have, in cooperation with We Don’t Have Time, an international 
campaign leader that is working 25 %. Her name is Rosmarie Sundström, and she is the 
founder of the Climate Students and she was coordinator and board member of Climate 
Students Sweden in 2018–2019. As the campaign leader, she will support local Climate 
Students groups and make sure everything works well with the campaign.  

The campaign owner is Climate Students International commitée.  
Email: international@climatestudents.com 
Facebook: /ClimateStudentsInternational

About We Don’t Have Time
We Don’t Have Time is a new growing climate movement that is coordinated with a tech 
company, which is majority owned by a foundation for climate initiative.  
  
Climate Students have cooperated with We Don’t Have Time since their app launched on 
Earth day 2019. We Don’t Have Time then had a global no-flight climate conference in 
Stockholm where Climate Students Sweden launched a campaign to mobilise students in 
other Nordic countries. We Don’t Have Time also were the Climate Student Conference 
2019 main sponsor, which they also are this year beside sponsoring this campaign. 

Webb: wedonthavetime.org 

Local activities



Preparation
• Contact the campaign leader Rosmarie Sundström for going trough everything with 

arranging a digital hackathon in the campaign. Contact her by seding an email to 
international@climatestudents.com.  

• Invite Friends to your hackathon event and then send the registred an email with a 
short introduction to the hackathon and its links (Zoom, Draw and Discord).    

• Create a Diagram document by copying the template in the Drive folder and name it 
with your university’s name. You get the link to the folder from Rosmarie. 

Program
1. Introduction - Zoom (15 min) 

• Welcome everyone and give them the opportunity to say their names, what they study 
and how they are connected to Climate Students.  

• Give an introduction about you, Climate Students and the campaign. The purpose of 
the campaign is to help universities take action in line with climate science. The goal 
of the campaign is to collect many hundreds of ideas from students so we can develop 
brilliant solutions to universitites for the purpose.  

• Continue to describe the problem with universities emissions not being in line with 
climate science and that they have a new Climate Framework to follow.  

• End with the purpose of this hackathon and how the program for it looks like: 
brainstorming mind-maps in Diagrams, generating ideas in discord,  posting ideas in 
We Don’t Have Time and finally summarise everything.  

2. Brainstorm – Draw (20 min) 

• Show them how to download and use Draw for making the mind-maps.  

Digital hackathon



• Start brainstorm where everyone shares what comes to their minds. In a brainstorm 
all thoughts are good and the more thoughts the better. 

3. Idea generation – Discord (30 min) 

• Show them how to use Discord and participate in the rooms conversations.    

• In the different rooms the participants now gather to structure their thoughts in the 
mind-maps by develop them into ideas. The more ideas the better.  

4. Post ideas – We Don’t Have Time (15 min) 

• Now comes the final where everyone post their ideas into the We Don’t Have Time app. 
Show them how to download and use the app. 

• All participants posts as many ideas as they developed.  

• Last the individual participants can take some time to rank ideas by agree on the ideas 
they like. They can also comment on ideas and share them with friends. 

5. Summary – Zoom (10 min) 

• Finish with each participants presenting one of their ideas.  

• Thank everyone for their contributions. Encourage them to spread the word about 
the campaign and post ideas also after the hackathon. Tell them about the next step 
(after Earth Day April 22) which is about students posting love and warnings directly to 
universities, and that all ideas will be developed into brilliant solutions during May.   



1. Press green button. 2. Choose idea. 3. Find Climate Students account

4. Write and post.

wedonthavetime.org/climatestudents 
On the web you get an overview of 
ideas listed in order of agreements.  

App and web
Download the We Don’t Have Time app and follow the 
steps below to post ideas until April 22 (Earth day). 

5. Comment on ideas. 

You can post as many ideas you like. Help 
develop ideas by commenting on others 
and share them with your friends. We 
collect ideas until April 22 (Earth day). Then 
we engage students to post warnings and 
love directly to universities. 



Let’s save our future!

Thank you for contributing to Climate 
Students international campaign. 


